
 

 

High Performance Silicon IP Solutions 

ntOFDM_HS_BBPntOFDM_HS_BBP  
Custom 802.16e based Baseband ProcessorCustom 802.16e based Baseband Processor  

The ntOFDM_HS_BBP IP implements the physical layer trans-
mission and reception processing engines of a custom subset of the 
802.16-2012 standard. The ntOFDM_HS_BBP IP core main functional 
blocks are the Transmitter, the Receiver, the Register File and High Level 
Controller and the Analog Front End interface. The User programs the 
Register file in order to define the systems functionality, configure control 
parameters, and define the desired modes of operation. The Analog Front 
End interface module connects the ntOFDM_HS_BBP produced sample 
rate to the any AFE board with all the appropriate rate conversions. 

The Transmitter includes the Bit Level Processing Block (BLPB) 
and the Symbol Level Processing Block (SLPB). The BLPB operates on 
Users/Bursts payload bytes and uses Scrambling, FEC encoding, Inter-
leaving and Symbol Modulation to produce I/Q modulated symbols. The 
SLPB operates on the produced symbols and uses them to generate the 
OFMDA-Symbol stream, inserts pilots and guard intervals, transforms the 
signal to the time domain (FFT transform) and adds the Cyclic Prefix. 

The Receiver includes the Synchronizer, the SLPB and the BLPB 
main processing blocks. The Synchronizer searches for a known pattern 
(Preamble) in an effort to detect the exact start of a new incoming 
frame. It applies STO and CFO corrections on the signal. The SLPB oper-
ates on the synchronized signal and tries to compensate the channel 
impairments applied on the signal, while bringing it back to the frequency 
domain. It also demodulates the OFMDA symbols back to data symbols 
and provides them to the BLPB. The BLPB RX implements the exact op-
posite procedure to the BLPB TX and recovers the corrected Users/Bursts 
payload bytes. 

           Figure 1—Top level of ntOFDM_HS_BBP 

FeaturesFeaturesFeatures 

  Custom OFDMA system based on 802.16e standard fea-
tures 

  Complete Back-end User IF for primitive MAC integration 

  RTL driver and interfacing logic to C driver are provided 

  Single User Burst (Point to Point) or Multi User Bursts 
(Point to Multi-point) Frames functional configurability 

  Detailed fixed-point bit-true Matlab model, with built in 
configuration guide for the RTL register file 

  DL transmission (TX) and UL reception (RX) locked stations 

  Optional generation of Transmitter only, Receiver only or 
both instances inside the same top level ntOFDM_HS_BBP 
architecture in order to provide flexibility and support TDD 
or FDD scenarios of operation. 

  Wide range of Code Rates and Modulation levels combina-
tions preconfigured in 14 modes of operation, selectable per 
User burst. 

  FEC employs various combinations of Convolutional Codes, 
Reed Solomon codes, puncturing and repetition encoding to 
produce the overall code rate. 

  Programmable FFT transform size [128, 256, 512, 1024, 
2048] 

  Programmable Cyclic Prefix size [1/4, 1/8, 1/16, 1/32] 

  Programmable digital boosting 

  DL FUSC subcarriers permutation 

  Custom Preamble, Frame Control Header (FCH) and shared 
users MAP OFDM symbols overhead, with separate CRC-16 
checks 

  DSP engine payload throughput up to 400Mbps, for 70Mhz 
back end system clock, prior to Preamble, FCH and MAP 
overheads 

  Optional separate double-buffered RF TX/RX buffers for 
clock rate adaptation to any RF/Bandwidth clock rate 

  Synchronizer and SLPB RX blocks detect and correct STO, 
fractional and integer CFO, as well as small phase errors 

  IP reports estimated channel SNR per pilot tone prior to 
Channel Estimation function in Receiver 

  IP reports estimated fractional Carrier Frequency Offset 

  Interrupts outputs indicating buffers overflow errors, syn-
chronization events, successful or failed CRC checks 
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The ntOFDM_HS_BBP core can be used in a variety of  
customized point to point or point to multipoint applications. 
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Figure 2—Parallel high throughput architecture of BLPB TX IP 
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   Implementation detailsImplementation detailsImplementation details 

The ntOFDM_HS_BBP core has been synthesized using Xilinx Vivado soft-
ware. The cores have been targeted to both Kintex 7 XC7K410T-2 FFG900 
(40MHz) and xczu28dr-ffvg1517-2-e (70MHz) devices with a default bal-
anced optimization strategy between area and timing. The area and perfor-
mance metrics produced are summarized in the following table. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Modes of operation details as well as DSP engine achieved throughput 
rates for 70MHz system clock, FFT 2048 and CP=1/8 are presented in the 
following table. 

DeliverablesDeliverablesDeliverables   
Noesis has engaged an “open” licensing philosophy in order 
to allow maximum technology transfer to our client’s engi-
neering teams and to facilitate the integration of our IP cores 
into our client’s product. Various licensing models are availa-
ble. The ntOFDM_HS_BBP core is available as a soft core 
(synthesizable HDL) or as a firm core (netlist for FPGA tech-
nologies). The following deliverables are included: 

● Fully commented synthesizable VHDL source code or 
FPGA netlist. 

 VHDL test bench and example configuration files. 

 Matlab model. 
● Comprehensive technical documentation. 
● Technical support. 

SupportSupportSupport   
Technical support by phone or email is included. First year of 
maintenance is also included. Additional support and annual 
maintenance options are available. 

Ordering informationOrdering informationOrdering information   
To purchase or make any further inquiries about our 
ntOFDM_HS_BBP core, or any other Noesis Technologies 
products or services, contact us at info@noesis-tech.com. 
Noesis Technologies products are purchased under a License 
Agreement, copies of which are available on request.  
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Xilinx FPGA 
Resources: 

Xilinx FPGA Device :  
XC7K410T-2 FFG900  

FF 71838 (14.13%) 

LUT 141330 (55.60%) 

BRAM 296.5 (37.30%) 

DSP48 564 (36.62%) 

Mhz/ns 

Clkx1: 40MHz / 25.00ns 
Clkx2: 80MHz / 12.50ns 
Clkx4: 160MHz / 6.25ns 
Sclkx1: 50MHz / 20.00ns 
Sclkx2: 100MHz / 10.00ns 

Mode ID 
Repetition 

Factor 
Modulation 

Level 
Total FEC 
Code Rate 

DSP Throughput 
@ 70 MHz (Mbps) 

0 1 BPSK 1/2 30 

1 2 QPSK 1/2 26.23 

2 4 QPSK 1/2 17.28 

3 6 QPSK 1/2 8.12 

4 1 QPSK 1/2 45.13 

5 3/4 1 QPSK 67.87 

6 1/2 1 QAM-16 82.4 

7 3/4 1 QAM-16 123.54 

8 1/2 1 QAM-64 116.22 

9 2/3 1 QAM-64 156.52 

10 3/4 1 QAM-64 180.2 

11 1/2 1 QAM-256 152.26 

12 2/3 1 QAM-256 202.54 

13 3/4 1 QAM-256 411 

BER vs. ES/No plots for AWGN channel are presented in the 
following figure. 
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